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Michael Neyer Kojansow
Android Developer

Throughout my career, I have always tried
to ensure that the passion and enthusiasm
for my work. Obstacles such as time management
and working to tight deadlines are important
.in any industry

Education and Qualifications

2003 - 2006 - Bina Bakti Junior High School
2006 - 2009 - BPK Penabur High School
2011 - 2014 - Esa Unggul, Jakarta University

Skills

Android
Photoshop
PHP
Database MySQL
HTML

Refference

Eat Shop Save/Freelance Android 12/14 - 01/15

Eat Shop Save shopping app makes shopping for
deals and o�ers from all malls easier and more
convenient than ever

BDB/Freelance Android 10/14 - 11/14

BDB makes you enjoy a selection of news and
,articles read outloud in real human voices
anytime, anywhere

Circle Card/Freelance Android 02/15 - 03/15

Circle Card application to help Mall & Retailers of
all types and sizes grow their businesses by
rewarding

KW Realty Solo Jogja/Freelance Android
03/15 - 04/15

KW Realty Solo Jogja is application to discover the
best property you'll love

GenieBook/Freelance Android 05/15 - current

GenieBook is application to make test subject for
student

Medcare/Freelance Android 05/15 - current

Medcare is application to remind when go to doctor
or when take a drug

TravelAmaze/Freelance Android 12/14 - current

TravelAmaze is social media for traveller to get
place in arround of them



Eat Shop Save(ESS) shopping app makes shopping for deals and o�ers from
all malls easier and more convenient than ever! Stay updated with the latest deals
with just a click on the app! This fuss free interface makes will be the best shopping
assistant that you would ever need! Shop smart and win attractive price through the
bi-monthly lucky draw giveaway



BDB makes you enjoy a selection of news and articles read out
loud in real human voices, anytime, anywhere. It will also enhances
your experience through a selection of categories that aims to cover
various customer segments, which can be personalized based on
personal preferences



Circle Card is loyalty and marketing program from MIT
to help Mall & Retailers of all types and sizes grow their
businesses by rewarding their existing loyal customers
and importantly by growing that customer base



 KW Realty Solo-Jogja is application to
 discover the best property you'll love with
KWRealty Solo-Jogja



GenieBook  is application to make test subject for
student 



Medcare is application to remind when go to doctor
or when take a drug
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